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From: Lionel Boutet
Sent: May-12-16 9:50 AM
To: Corrina Giles <cgiles@thebluemountains.ca>
Subject: Deputation

The Blue Giant Project
Purpose:
To create positive change.
Specifically the Blue Mountains.
Where in Thornbury.
What can we going to change? We are going to change socialization about bringing the
town together on this project for positive change.
Why are we going to do this? We're going to do this for economic reasons and
recognition for what we do here.
What we do here is grow food and have recreational fun.
Step one accomplished. What we have now are the initial reputation of the world's first
giant blue pumpkin. We have created a new category of fruit with pedigree.
Step 1 was to create a new genetic through cross pollination and create attention to it.
we have done this as the information has gone viral.
Step two: We are now on Step 2 Year 2 of how to do it.
2016 is the year for show and tell. We can offer ongoing viewing of the project without
the public being attracted to the school yard.
Step 3 is in 2017 the project will be open to contest proper at the Fair.
Town backup is needed for this project.
What we have now are the initial reputation of the world's first giant blue pumpkin. We
have the second year of the Beaver Valley Community school project for the giant blue
pumpkin. In that we have the best genetics and the plants are started now. We have
behind the project three other world Growers with connections to two World giant
growers organizations.
I am targeting the Fall Fair with the creation of a giant pumpkin contest. This will be
unique from all other Contests.
The project will need Land use for Garden space about 2500 sq feet and money for
tools and materials. The back up area will secure the ability for show and tell at the Fair
as we can loose it all if we are vandalized at the school.
The land suggested buy Shawn Everitt is on Town property over near the golf course by
Alfred & Peel Street.
I will be looking for money for materials and supplies used in the growing of the
pumpkins.
It will be important to have some money for prizes at the fair to attract the competition
Giants. We can do this with a fraction of the cost the world competition in Port Elgin.
I will explain this during the presentation.

I have included some photo images and one link.
I also have included some pictures of interest from history of giant pumpkins and
squash.
The Giant Blue Pumpkin weight is 543 lbs and came in 4th place in the Squash
category
http://barrie.ctvnews.ca/video?clipId=704146
The main plant genetics growing now:
1094.5 Clement 9 2015
1533 Kline X2 squash
Giant blue self-pollinated x5 giant blue pumpkin
1733 Kline pumpkin
1203 J Jarvis X2 squash blue
1070 Crews pumpkin
836 Jay Jarvis squash x2
8 regular Blue Mountain Sparkle.
1246 green squash from Dougie Court x2

